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KPA General Staff Spokesman Hits out  

at S. Korean Forces' Reckless Military Provocation 

The south Korean puppet forces made another armed provocation in the 

area along the Military Demarcation Line. A spokesman for the General Staff 

of the Korean People's Army gave the following answer to a question raised 

by KCNA on May 25 in this regard: 

The MDL area is the most acute hotspot where huge troops of both sides 

constantly level their guns at each other. 

At around 16:00 on May 23, watching a flock of birds flying in the sky 

above the forefront areas in Cholwon, Kangwon Province, the south Korean 

puppet forces opened warning broadcasting and fired more than 450 machine 

gun bullets into the DPRK side, claiming they spotted "unidentified flying 

objects crossing the MDL". 

They, caught by mental derangement, blame a "north's mine" for a 

suspicious explosion in the MDL area, question a "north's torpedo" for the 

sinking of their own warship and claim a flock of birds flying into the south 

as a "drone from the north" and even a privy door as a "wreckage of the 

north's drone" and a thermos flask shell as a "shell of multiple rocket launch 

system of the north". 

The recent military provocation is a stopgap measure to check the war-

weariness sweeping the puppet army in the face of the rapidly developing 

nuclear and ballistic rocket technology of the DPRK. 

No mater how loudly the south Korean puppet warmongers get vociferous 

about the sophistical story about "southward flying of UFO", no one will 

believe it. 

Instead, it will bring them bitter derision together with dirty disgrace as a 

criminal with habitual concoction of lies and misinformation. 

The KPA is closely following the new confrontation hysteria of the 

provocateurs getting all the more reckless. 


